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Survive Credit Card Hell: Harvey Warren's New Book, Drop Debt, to Be Featured at Borders Glendale, CA Book Signing,
Sept. 18
Hollywood, C4
Thursday, September 09, 2010

4ll day long on the radio one hears promotion ads about reducing credit card debt with all kinds of different promises and
claims, and many of them aren't true. The current economy has brought many people credit card problems and they honestly
need solid advice. Harvey Warren's new book, Drop Debt: Surviving Credit Card Hell without Bankruptcy, is just such a
resource of the nature of credit card agreements, how to objectively analyze a financial situation where credit card is
impacting negatively and the best way to deal with banks in a positive and forthright manner.
Warren, in the midst of a national PR campaign, will be having a book signing at the Borders bookstore in Glendale,
California on Saturday, September 18 between 2:00 and 4 pm. But providing the book is only part of his mission to help
people through these tough times. He is actively fostering a powerful national coalition of consumer advocates, lawyers,
banking and collection leadership to establish guidelines for non-adversarial debt relief through non-profit credit counseling.
4 graduate of Ithaca College with a Master of Science degree from Syracuse University, Warren has worked with tens of
thousands of debt-crushed consumers and appears frequently on radio and television commenting on the consumer debt
crisis in 4merica.
Drop Debt is a book about people just like you and me who find themselves at the end of their financial rope and don't know
where to turn, what to do or who to trust. In particular this is a book about trouble with credit cards and how to get out of
that trouble without bankruptcy. Drop Debt reveals the facts you need to know to help use the right service, before the wrong
service uses you.
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4s a double dip recession looms in the months ahead millions of 4mericans will face foreclosure and bankruptcy in
unprecedented numbers. From legitimate nonprofit credit counseling to controversial debt settlement providers to use and
abuse of bankruptcy, Drop Debt presents dozens of personal stories of victories by real people who took their debt head on
and won.
Stop hiding; start answering your phone and opening your mail. It's time to regain you self respect and self esteem. If credit
cards are killing you, it's time to Drop Debt.
For media interviews with Harvey Warren contact Promotion in Motion at 323-461-3921 or
bradgpromotioninmotion. net
4bout Harvey Warren:
Harvey Z. Warren is the author of Drop Debt, Surviving Credit Card HellWithout Bankruptcy. He is developing a powerful
coalition of consumer advocates, lawyers, banking and collection leadership establishing guidelines for non-adversarial
Responsible Debt Relief. Mr. Warren has helped thousands of consumers rid themselves of nearly 5200 million in excessive
credit card debt in their shared goal of avoiding bankruptcy.
Mr. Warren earned a Master of Science degree from Syracuse University a Bachelor of Science degree from Ithaca College.
Frequently appearing on television and radio programs commenting on the consumer debt crisis in 4merica, Mr. Warren is a
member of the Writers Guild of 4merica, west.
http: //www.suite1 01.corn/profile.cfm/debtwriter
Brad Butler
4ccount Executive
Promotion in Motion
Hollywood, C4
323-461-3921
First Url: Drop Debt by Harvey Z. Warren
Second Url: Corporate and Book PR from Promotion in Motion
Book Title: Drop Debt: Surviving Credit Card Hell without Bankruptcy
Journalists - Click here for a Review Copy of Drop Debt: Surviving Credit Card Hell without Bankruptcy
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Order Drop Debt: Surviving Credit Card Hell without Bankruptcy
Order Drop Debt: Surviving Credit Card Hell without Bankruptcy from Amazon
Contact Brad Butler
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Ask a question with InterviewNet
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